Cornerstone Message Notes
“A Commitment to the Kingdom of God Revolution”
While Resolutions Don’t Always Work or Last, God’s Kingdom Does & Is Forever
Pastor Dan Page - 1/7/18

THEME / (The Sermon In a Sentence or Two)
True Christianity includes an awareness of & commitment to the Kingdom of God.

APPLICATION / (What to Do with What You Hear)
Embrace God’s kingdom in a revolutionary way. Make it the priority God intends.

FOCUS / (The Core of the Content to Get Us Started)
“The kingdom of God” ... do you know how many times that phrase appears in the New Testament? 74
times. 74 times!
How can something so obvious be so often missed & overlooked? With so
many parables addressing it & so many verses acknowledging it, we sometimes still just walk right on by it. What a
tragedy.
My prayer is that stops today & never happens again here @ Cornerstone! I am sure God desires for us to
prioritize His kingdom in our lives. With you I know this needs to be elevated & embraced if it will ever be
experienced & expressed.
May the days ahead be full of the evidence of the Kingdom of God. May we settle for nothing less. May those
around us be captivated by this Kingdom & its King.

Because Revolutions Are Greater than Resolutions ...
1. JOIN the REVOLUTION of the KINGDOM of GOD.
This revolution will include resolutions, but it must be the priority God intends.
Mark 1:14-15 / Luke 4:43

2. PRAY for IT’S ARRIVAL & IMPACT.
While the kingdom is invisible, its impact & infuence is tangible & transcendent.
Matthew 6:9-10

3. Keep ELEVATING the KING & the KINGDOM.
The King & His Kingdom should be our desire to demonstrate & declare.
Acts 28:30-31

4. DO NOT SETTLE for ANY LESSER THINGS.
What’s temporary becomes secondary when seen in the light of eternity.
Matthew 6:33 & 13:44-45 / Hebrews 12:28

Making It Real Questions
* Have you heard the King’s call to His Kingdom & embraced the this revolution?
* Are you regularly praying for its arrival?
* Do you continue to elevate & seek to demonstrate this King & His kingdom?
* Will you refuse to settle for lesser things making sure
what matters most to God is also what matters most to you?
Action Step
Write down your commit to & plan for this revolution’s expression through you.

